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First Supplement to Memorandum 96-14

Judicial Review of Agency Action: Further Unresolved Issues

This supplemental memorandum presents additional material involving

issues from the judicial review tentative recommendation. We have received new

letters on these matters from the following persons:

Office of Administrative Law
Office of the Attorney General
California School Employees Association
Professor Michael Asimow
California Medical Association

The letters are attached to this memorandum as Exhibit pages 1-15, and are

referred to at appropriate places in the memorandum.

§ 1123.140. Exceptions to finality and ripeness requirements

Memorandum 96-14 includes a draft provision to make clear that the

rulemaking process may not be enjoined; only an agency’s attempted application

of a rule is subject to injunction. The Office of Administrative Law proposes some

Comment language that elaborates the constraints on judicial review of

regulations — the regulatory process must be pursued to completion before all

administrative remedies are deemed exhausted, the regulation adoption is final,

and the matter is ripe for review. See Exhibit pp. 1-2. The staff believes this

explanatory material is useful and will incorporate it in the draft of the revised

judicial review proposal.

§ 1123.230. Public interest standing

At the January 1996 meeting the Attorney General requested the Commission

to consider the possibility of abolishing public interest standing to challenge

agency action. The Commission requested the Attorney General’s Office to

prepare a specific proposal on this matter so the Commission could properly

evaluate it.

The specifics of the Attorney General’s proposal are set out at Exhibit pp. 3-4.

The proposal would abolish both statutory taxpayer actions and case law public
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interest standing principles. A person would have standing only if (1) the person

“has suffered a particularized injury” from the agency action or (2) standing is

“contemplated by the statute or other provision of law” pursuant to which the

agency has taken the action.

In support of the proposal, the Attorney General’s Office notes the California

Supreme Court’s expression of concern at the trend of the courts to exercise an

increasingly activist role — “We believe, however, that the California judiciary is

ill-equipped to add to its already heavy burden the duty of serving as an

ombudsman for the plethora of state administrative agencies and local agencies

that exist in every one of our 58 counties.” Carsten v. Psychology Examining

Com., 27 Cal. 3d 793, 801 (1980).

Professor Asimow has written to strongly oppose the suggestion to eliminate

public interest standing. See Exhibit pp. 14-15. He notes that public interest

standing is a well-accepted feature of California law, and there are numerous

situations where there is no other means of challenging illegal administrative

action. Allowing a member of the public to challenge illegal action serves the

interests of lawful and accountable government. Professor Asimow observes that

both before and after the Carsten case cited by the Attorney General’s office the

Supreme Court has repeatedly approved public interest standing, noting that it

“promotes the policy of guaranteeing citizens the opportunity to ensure that no

government body impairs or defeats the purpose of legislation establishing a

public right.” Green v. Obledo, 29 Cal. 3d 126, 144 (1981).

Professor Asimow also criticizes the specifics of the Attorney General’s Office

proposal. Why introduce the new concept of “particularized injury” when

“interested person” is well-developed in existing law and the federal courts have

found it extremely difficult to distinguish particularized from generalized

injuries? “California does not need to adopt this confusing test.” Exhibit at p. 15.

The staff strongly advises the Commission not to pursue the Attorney

General’s proposal. We have spent a great deal of time and effort trying to

overhaul and simplify the state’s complex judicial review system in a way that is

both workable and enactable. To add such an extraordinarily controversial item

as abolition of public interest standing to the mix would, in the staff’s opinion,

divert the focus of the project and overshadow all the careful work we have done

so far.

If the Commission is really interested in pursuing this concept, it should not

do so in the context of this project but should make it a separate study. We would
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need to do a substantial amount of empirical research to find out what types of

cases public interest standing is being used for, how frequently public interest

standing cases arise, whether in fact public rights are being vindicated or

whether the cases are really nuisance lawsuits, whether the Attorney General’s

proposal in fact codifies the federal system, how well the federal system is

working, etc.

The staff believes the draft statute that we have developed codifies existing

California public interest standing principles, and imposes modest limitations, in

an appropriate way. The unarticulated concern of the Attorney General’s Office

may be that public interest standing is a court-developed doctrine that is in flux,

and our draft would freeze development at a point that is not acceptable. If the

Attorney General’s Office believes other limitations on public interest standing

may be appropriate, we should consider them; but outright abolition falls outside

this realm.

Ultimately, if necessary, the matter could be left to continued case law

development instead of being fixed by statute. While not ideal for a project aimed

at providing a clear statement of the law, this would offer a way to sidestep the

issue and get on with the project. Of course we should note here the Attorney

General’s questioning of the need for the project itself. Exhibit p. 5.

§ 1123.340. Exceptions to exhaustion of administrative remedies

Under Section 1123.340(d), a person need not exhaust administrative

remedies if the person lacked notice of the availability of the remedies. The

Attorney General’s Office (Exhibit p. 4) proposes to replace this provision with:

The person was entitled to notice of a proceeding in which relief
could be provided but lacked notice of the proceeding. Under this
subdivision, the court’s authority is limited to remanding the case
to the agency to conduct a hearing in which the person has an
opportunity to participate.

The staff invites comment on this proposal from other interested persons.

§ 1123.420. Review of agency interpretation or application of law

The staff alternative raised in Memorandum 96-14 would narrow abuse of

discretion review to statutory interpretation made in a regulation, and would

leave the standard of review for labor agency statutory interpretations made in

adjudication to case law development. Professor Asimow points out that the staff
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draft fails to state this precisely; the staff will correct the draft and Comment, if

the Commission adopts that approach.

Professor Asimow continues to oppose special treatment for the labor

agencies. “It won’t be long till all the other agencies of the state demand to be

included in (d) and it will be impossible to find a principled basis to stop them.

All are experts in the meaning of their own statute.” Exhibit p. 9.

Professor Asimow also questions the labor agencies’ claim that there is a

legislative delegation to them of interpretive authority. He cites the new case of

United Farm Workers v. Agricultural Labor Relations Board, 48 Cal. Rptr. 2d 696

(Dec. 21, 1995), which does not use a “clearly erroneous” standard of review.

Instead it uses the same review standard as for any other state agency

interpreting its own statute — the independent judgment of the court, giving

deference to the determination of the agency appropriate to the circumstances of

the case. Exhibit pp. 9-10.

§ 1123.430. Review of agency fact finding

The tentative recommendation provides substantial evidence review of an

agency determination of fact. This is a major change from existing law which

provides for independent judgment rule where a fundamental vested right is

involved. Until now, we have heard concerns expressed about this change

primarily from employee representatives in local agency hearings. See discussion

in connection with Section 1123.435 (review of fact finding in certain local agency

adjudications), immediately below. However, the change substantially affects

occupational license proceedings at the state level as well. Because the

Commission needs to consider all relevant perspectives on this matter, the staff

solicited the comments of the California Medical Association, which has been

active in this area.

CMA’s letter appears at Exhibit pp. 11-13. CMA is extremely concerned about

the change for a number of reasons:

(1) It limits the civil discovery rights of physicians; administrative discovery is

limited, and substantial evidence review would foreclose the opportunity to

ascertain potentially exculpating information.

(2) It diminishes the assurance of impartiality by the trier of fact, and allows

for a license revocation even if there is only minimal evidence in the record to

support the administrative determination.
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(3) It hurts judicial economy, since improper exclusion of evidence cannot be

corrected under the proposal; the case would have to be remanded for further

administrative proceedings, followed by further judicial review.

(4) Full court review is critical for physicians, since recently enacted

legislation precludes appeal from the superior court decision; only writ review is

allowed.

(5) Professional licensure is a fundamental vested right, entitled to the

protection of independent judgment review by a neutral court. The Tex-Cal case,

holding that the Legislature could constitutionally provide for substantial

evidence review of unfair labor practice determinations of ALRB, did not involve

deprivation of the magnitude that occurs with a license revocation.

The staff believes, and Professor Asimow has anticipated from the outset, that

this issue will be the battleground of judicial review reform in the Legislature.

The staff believes also that substantial evidence review by the court is sufficient

and appropriate where a full and fair administrative hearing and decision is

provided. But why would anyone who now is entitled to independent judgment

review be willing to give it up — it effectively gives them two bites of the apple.

The Commission has before it information that in many types of cases the

administrative determination is biased and full court review is an important

corrective. Public employee representatives have made an effective presentation

of this in the case of some local agency employment determinations. Also, the

State Bar Committee on Administration of Justice asserts institutional bias in

administrative agency adjudication that requires effective court correction.

The staff believes these considerations cannot be ignored. In Memorandum

96-14 we have suggested some alternatives that we believe merit serious

Commission consideration. It is noteworthy that even in 1945, when the Judicial

Council drafted the administrative mandamus statute, it sidestepped any

attempt to define the cases in which independent judgment review would be

required, leaving us with the present system — substantial evidence except “in

cases where the court is authorized by law to exercise its independent judgment

on the evidence”. Code Civ. Proc. § 1094.5.

§ 1123.435. Review of fact finding in certain local agency adjudications

Memorandum 96-14 includes a draft to provide independent judgment

review of a local agency decision affecting a fundamental vested right of an
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employee, unless the local agency decision is made pursuant to fair hearing

procedures.

The California School Employees Association suggests that the independent

judgment test not be limited to employment-related rights, since it is difficult to

distinguish those rights from other rights such as education, free speech, license

revocation, welfare, freedom from lawful discrimination, etc., that are now

recognized as fundamental. However, if the Commission intends to narrowly

limit independent judgment review to employment-related rights, CSEA

suggests the staff draft be revised to refer to “a fundamental, vested right of an

employee arising out of employment”, since an employer may claim that a

worker is not an employee while challenging a termination or layoff. Exhibit p. 7.

The staff would make this change.

CSEA also believes a complete Administrative Procedure Act should be

developed for local agency adjudication, which could be used by local agencies

on a voluntary basis to give them protection from independent judgment review.

However, if the Commission intends to impose only selected procedural

requirements on local agencies in order to qualify for substantial evidence

review, CSEA believes that in addition to the administrative adjudication bill of

rights the following aspects of the formal hearing procedure in the

Administrative Procedure Act should be required:

Notice
Service of Accusation and Request for Hearing
Discovery
Notice of Hearing
Subpoena Power
Oaths, Examination of Witnesses, and Rules of Evidence
Consideration, Preparation, and Adoption of a Decision
Reconsideration

See Exhibit p. 8.

Respectfully submitted,

Nathaniel Sterling
Executive Secretary
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